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Merrimackan
A Reflection...
A yearbook will make different statements to different people, and it will also evoke varying
emotions. For some, the yearbook might bring back memories of glorious times while at college,
whether in camaraderie, athletics, or scholastics. Other people might think of missed opportunities in
days past. Still others might reflect on the exploits of their friends, and laugh at their memorable quirks.
The memory of old friends or loves might bring tear to the eyes of the most involved reader. Hopefully,
the 1995 Merrimackan will do all of these things, and more.
As you turn the pages of this book, it might be a good idea to ask yourself: What did my college
experience mean to me? Whether we realize it or not, these years at school will help form our ideals
and attitudes for the rest of our lives. Bearing that in mind, what do you feel was the strongest aspect
of college? Friendship? Alienation? Hard work? Rigorous training? Suspicion? Not all of these
thoughts have positive connotations, but that makes them no less real. And if we identify our feelings
about college, with the help of the yearbook, then we can see what we might have done wrong, and
move to correct our future behavior.
The yearbook, in other words, is not just another campus document. It is a living, breathing,
organ through which we can recapture good and bad memories. In this hectic world where we live,
it can be very difficult at times to find something to hold on to. It is a piece of work that shows us where
we have been and where we could go. I do not think of this book as a means by which we can escape
from hopelessness or chaos, but it is a way we can look toward the future, knowing that we have a solid
past on which to build. As they say,”We must not live on our past, we must live up to it.”
Beyond the thoughts about college, another important question is,”What did I do while at
college?” Hopefully, the yearbook will go a long way in answering this query, but the truth might not
be as comforting to some as to others. It is possible, for example, that a person may have sat in perpetual
apathy for four years, and made little effort to interact. It is just as likely, of course, that someone may
have gone out of his or her way to get involved, and as a result, had little time for the simple joys, like
talking with friends. The best experience would be somewhere in between these two extremes, which
is an ideal that few of us achieve. That being the case, what did you do? What did you do to form your
perceptions for the future? Did you seize the moment, or has the moment shaken you?
By Doug Farmer
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Mr. Richard J. Santagati was appointed Interim President of Merrimack College in March
of 1994. He has served as Chairman of the Board of Trustees since 1991 and as a Board member
since 1988. President Santagati took a very active role with the Merrimack College Community
during this past year. The students at Merrimack are extremely impressed by the genuine
concern that President Santagati shows for the College especially the students. During this past
year it was not out of the ordinary to see President Santagati “out of the office” supporting
students, whether it was helping students rack leaves at the colleges pick up day or sitting in the
stands at Boston University cheering on the Warriors against the Terriers in the Finals to sporting
a chef’s hat while serving food to the seniors at the senior farewell dinner. The senior class
would like to thank President Santagati for all his help this past year and would like to wish him
luck in the coming years.
8

The Moseley Truss Bridge was built in 1864 to span the North Canal in
Lawrence, Massachusetts. The bridge remained there until 1989, when it was
literally falling into the canal from disrepair. Dr. Francis E. Griggs retrieved the
bridge and had it brought to the campus of Merrimack College in four pieces on a flat
bed truck. Over the next couple of years, extensive work was done on the bridge to
reconstruct it to its present condition. The work was done by Dr. Griggs, students,
staff, and alumnus of the college.
When the bridge was complete, efforts were made to find a permanent home
for it, but no one was willing to accept it. Meanwhile, the bridge sat in the parking
lot of the campus apartments. An idea was born that the bridge remain on campus
permanently, since a bridge and reflecting pool appeared in the Master Plan of the
College in 1947. Finally, as a class project in Construction Planning and Manage-
ment, students in the Civil Engineering Department made a Moseley Bridge Reloca-
tion Proposal to the Board of Trustees of the College.
On January 13, 1995 the Civil Engineering Department was notified by
President Richard J. Santagati that the Board of
Trustees had given their approval to move forward on the bridge relocation project.
The bridge was moved from the parking lot to its present site by cranes on April 1,
1995. All of the labor and materials have been donated to the college for this project.
10
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Editor's
Page
Welcome to a continuing piece of N. Nw /
Merrimack history. The book shelves of the N.
yearbook office are lined with the books of /
past years. Each editor and staff looking at their /
yearbook, and being proud that they carried on /
another year of the history of Merrimack. Giving the
book a piece of themselves as well as much of Merrimack
as could be fit on a small collection of pages. There is always Nv
a sense of hope that the next editor and staff would give as
much of themselves to make each book a little better. Will people
like what we have done? Is this what they expected and hoped to
see? We all do our best and hope that the end result is well liked. To all
those who contributed, smile and remember that you helped to carry on
the tradition.
I was dropped in to the job of being Editor with the pressure that I was
only one that was left. My first reaction was the fear of taking on a book
keeping in mind how much work goes into a Yearbook. Then realizing
that the book had to stay alive the only choice left was to be committed
to seeing the 1995 Merrimack Yearbook completed. The amount
g a few picture lined up for a
planning, coordinating, and
rials have been selected and
tours of computer time to put
with the most powerful ol
computing equipment the book takes much time
to just enter it all in. Many people shared little
pieces of their talents with the book to add
their own distinct touch to it's pages.
All that is left to be said is: ENJOY...
Stephen Zerfas
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Today is the
begining of the
rest of your llife.
Congrats!
We love you,
Mom, Dad and
Mary Jean
Dear Francesca
We are so proud of you
and we have always
been. Keep that positive
attitude and never stop
reaching for the stars.
The future is yours!!
With our love always
your family.
(The Amenta's Farm)
Francesca Amenta
Congratulations
“Army"
i
Job well done.
je 1
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Love, {Jmb
Mom, Dad, Terri
and
f
Wyndsor
David J. Armstrong
Congratulations “Twit"
We are proud of
the fine young woman
you have become; the
athlete, the scholar, and
true friend. The world is
yours now - go for it!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Jen, Nana. &
Gramps
Melissa Bacon
Best Wishes for
success in life.
We are proud of
you.
Love, Mom and
Dad
Mark Boczanowski Korreen Boyd
Korreen -
Nothing compares
to you, still!
Dad, Mom
& Krysten
As a child, we tried to
instill in him the
importance of a good
education.
But, more
importantly, we proudly
recognized early on that
he had the diligence and
fortitude to fulfill his
and our dreams.
Angela Carfagnini
Love
Mom, Dad and
Robert
Angela,
Congratulations!
We are sure that your
four years at Merrimack
will not be forgotten.
Wishing you many days
filled with love, health &
happiness.
Dare to Dream
Bridget,
A brilliant rose,
you will weather the
storms of life; sharing
your beauty with the
world. Your inner
beauty unique, the
world is and will be a
better place, because of
you. Congratulations!
Love,
Mom
Bridget E. Chisholm
Tara,
You were a gift from
God, what you have
become is your gift to
God.
Thank you for all you
have given to us. Walk
with Christ!
Much Love,
Mom, Dad, Vinny, Julie,
Jim, Nana, Cody & Jake
Tara M. Correale
Congradulations Jackie!
We are very proud of you
and your
accomplishments at
Merrimack.
We wish you success and
most of all happiness in
the future.
With Love,
Mom, Dad, Debbie &
Patty
Jacqueline Crosby
Dearest Paula-
Remember when you
entered college full of
confidence and opti-
mism?
Well, you're coming out
the same way - just a
little more mature - and
that's just great!
All our love-
Mom and Bill
Ana Paula Dobreira Matthew Duggan
To Matt,
Now serving in The
U.S.A.F. we wish
much success.
We love you, we are
proud of you.
Mom & Dad
Dear Sean,
You have made us
very proud. We
couldn't have asked
for a better son. God
bless you and may all
your dreams come
true.
Love,
Mom and Dad
Sean M Eagen Jennifer Farr
Jennifer,
Congratulations on a
job well done.
We are proud of your
accomplishments and
of the woman you
have become.
Love you.
Mom and Dad
Congratulations, Brett
We have been dreaming of this day
for many years. We are proud of your
accomplishments. May this be the
begining of a happy and success filled
life.
We love you!
Mom, Dad & Chad
Brett M. Fay Gina Giuffrida
To our sweet and loving
daughter Gina. Not only
are we proud to see you
successfully complete four
years of schooling, but
especially honored to see
out "Little girl" graduate
with Cum Laude honors.
Love,
Mom &
Dad
We've always believed
in you Paul. In your
Merrimack year, you've
proven that you can
accomplish all your
goals. We're very
proud of your dad we
love you - STAND
TALL!
Love,
Dad, Mom & Anne
fit
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Mary Catherine Keaveney
Dear Mary Catherine
Congratulations! All
your hard work paid off
and now you have
reached your goal-2
degrees in 4 years. We
very proud of you success
and happiness in the
future.
Love Mom, Dad,
Tommie, Brian '94 &
Sheila
A
Dear Tricia,
You have made us so proud! It's been a
long, hard journey but you perserved and
made it all worth while. Congratulations
on your degree. May you have great
success in the future.
We love you.
Mom, Dad, Jamie, Cathleen,
Tom & Joe
XOXO
Patricia M. Kelley
Congratulations on a job well done.
You are a fine outstanding young man,
we are very proud of you and all your
accomplishments. May the road of life
head you to health, happiness and
success beyond the horizon.
Luch love.
Mom, Dad,
Dave, Kev
Richard O Kershaw Jr.
Congratulations Rob!
We are all proud of
your many accomplish-
ments not only at
Merrimack, but
throughout your life.
We wish you joy. This
is only the begining.
Love,
Dad, Mom, Jess, Mag,
Mike
Robert E. Koosa Melissa Krysiewicz
The years have flown by. High school,
college and now the begining of your
future. You have always made us
proud of how you touched other with
love, dedication and scholastic
success. Always remember we love
you and wish you happiness and a
successful future.
Great Job J-9!
The 'real world' is
waiting for you. Keep
trying your best. Hold
true to your principles,
be an "Instrument of
the Lord," and be
happy.
All our love.
Mom and
Dad
Jeannine Claire Lacerte Yvette Laliberte
Congratulations Yvette!
Your determination to
do your best should
give you deep satisfac-
tion for all your
acheivements. We're
proud of you and wish
you all the love and
happiness you have
given us.
Mom & Dad
Ira,
We love you and are
very proud of your
accomplishments at
Merrimack College. Best
of luck in the world of
business.
Deb, Mom, Sarah, Eh,
Mary & Catherine
*\
Ira Lanik
Dear Shane,
Hopefully, this message will convey in
some small way how dear you are to me.
My heart is filled with pride and love
mere words could never describe.
You did it Shane in spite of great ob-
stacles. God's peace and love be with
you always.
You are my heart.
Love Mom
Shane Loughlin
David,
Continue your journey
on the road to success.
Maintain your sense of
humor, your sense of
value, and your desire to
live life to the fullest!
Don't ever stop believing
in yourself be and do
what you want to do!
God Bless! Love!
Mom, Dad & Lisa
David Lawrence Lanzoni Jr.
Congratulations
Olivia.
We love you and
we're proud of all
you have
accomplished.
With Love
Mom & Dad
Olivia Ann Lyons
Dear Ali-Cole,
We are so proud of
you! You are a dream
come true!
Love,
Mommy, Boppers,
Aunt Alice, Bryan,
Amy, John, Megan
and Keith is smiling
down at you.
Jemi sends kisses
too...
Alice Nicole MacCormick
Michael,
How proud we are of
all your accomplish-
ments both academic
and athletic.
You are a fine young
man with a bright
future.
Love,
Mom, Kristen, Justin,
& Taylor
i
_
Michael MacCutcheon
Deb,
Congratulations!
We are very proud
of you. We wish
you good luck and
much happiness.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Mich
\
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Deborah MacLeod
To moje sloneczko
rozjasniace moje dri.
Nie marzylam dla Ciebie
owielkich, waznych
zawodach. Chcialam
zawsze, abys byla dobra
dla Ludzi i w fyna, co
robisz. Sadze, ze nioge
bye z Ciebie dumna.
Mama
r
Ci
Kellee
Wishing you success in
all that you do.
You have worked very
hard these last four
years and the best is yet
to come. We are very
proud of you.
Love,
Mom and Dad
—
o'
Kellee Masella John Matthew Mastro
For your first gradua-
tion to the present we
have been proud. The
whole family joins
together in wishing you
success and happiness.
May the Lord watch
over you forever. We
love you John.
The Family
t
Eddie, Continue to
be the fine young
man you are and
you will be the
recipient of much
love, happiness,
and prosperity. All
our love. Mom,
Dad, Sara, and
Corey.
Edward M. McGrath Erin McQuillen
Dear Erin,
All of your friends, all the schools. Danc-
ing, Cheerleading, the blue house,
NewFound Lake, Wakefield, Amherst,
Peabody Street, Vermont, Spectacle Pond,
Merrimack. Mom, Dad, Matt, Katy, Jack,
the cats.
It has been a lot of fun. We wish you
continued happiness.
We love you.
\x
1
7Becky,
Just look at you
now! We're so proud
of you. We always
have the future is full
of fun and excite-
ment.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Rusty,
'i|
*
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Bob, Miss & Bob
Rebecca Riopelle
are so proud. You
turned out to be a very
fine young man. I hope I
you remain as happy as P
you were in this photo-
graph. We love you.
Brian & Brendan
Christopher P. Ross
Congratulations
Michael. We're very
proud of you for all you
have accomplished,
especially the years at
Merrimack. Best of
luck in everything you
do in the future.
Love
Mom and Dad
• •
• l.j
*
Michael A. Rotondo
Melissa
Congratulations! We
are so very proud of
you. Keep that beauti-
ful smile and know
we'll always be there
for you. The world is
yours, GO FOR IT.
LOVE
MOM, DAD & BRIAN
Melissa L. Schwatka
We're proud of you
Janette (Nets).
Congratulations
Love
Dad-Mom-
Tammie
.
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Janette M. Setterland Jill S. Soper
You exemplify the true
meaning of a beautiful
daughter. Your gentleness,
sensitivity, and caring
makes this a better world
for all you touch. We wish
you great happiness in the
future.
Love
Mom, Dad, Mikel
% i
Melissa-
You fill our hearts
with love and pride.
May God's
blessings follow you
always.
Congratulations!
With our love.
Mom and Dad
>. r
Melissa H. Soucy Mark Spinale
Mark,
You've come along
way! Congratulations
on becoming a
Merrimack grad! We're
very proud of your
accomplishments and
we know your success
will continue.
All our love.
Mom and Dad
wm?.
Michael,
What a fine young
man you turned into.
We are so proud of
you and what you
accomplished. Best
wishes - we love you
so much.
Mom, Dad & Lori
Dear Mark,
Congratulations and
Best Wishes! We are so
very proud of you and
all that you have ac-
complished. We wish
you success and happi-
ness and remember we
will always be here for
you. With love always,
Mom, Dad
/
Michael S. Szymanski
1
Mark Torrisi
.
1
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into a most special and
gracious young woman.
You will make such a
difference in this world
just by being the truly
unique woman you are.
Congratulations!
Love,
Dad & Mom
Bethany Ann Borek Peter Consolante
Congratulations on your graduation.
May God guide you through a life
time of happiness and success. We
wish you the best in your future
endeavours.
Love always
Mom, Dad, Christine
and Andrea
Danielle - The road
seems long. The
struggles seems end-
less. The rewards for
now are unseen. And
the worrys are many!
But guess what? You
did it!! Congratula-
tions! I'm so proud.
Love Mom
Danielle J. Matthews
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WOW! Four years
went by fast but I’msureweall
feel the same. I’m leaving
Merrimack with mixed
feelings as I’m sure I’ll miss
this place but I’m ready to
move on. I am leaving with a
degree and grades that I can be
proud of as well as so many
other things that can not be
quantified. What could be
Merrimack’s # 1 asset is its
faculty. I have had so many
wonderful professors and a
special thanks goes to Nelson,
Wass, Puretz and Delgaudio,
the professors who have
prepared me for a career in
accounting. The job
placement program was a big
help with me getting a job
with Peat MarwickfRay too).
Hockey is what brought me to
Merrimack and that is where I
have some of my fondest
memories even though we
never made it to the garden. I
want to thank Coach
Anderson for having
confidence in me. Something
I will not miss are the grueling
skates, “ All right, last time”,
yeah right! I am still mad that
my bag never came down the
shoot first. I had a blast playing
tennis here too. Thanks to
Coach Edelman for doing such
a good job with the program.
I will work on getting those
first serves in, over the top,
right? I have made some great
friends here and I will never
forget all of you. Best parties
John Ahearn
Finance
Francesca Amenta
Psychology
Jennifer Abram
Psychology
JeffereyAmaro
Management
Caresse Arends Accounting
Matthew Adams
Marketing
Beth Addessio
English
PatriciaAlbuquerque
Management
Beth Amwake Chemistry
Melissa Bacon Mathematics Rebecca Bail
Psychology
on campus, B-9 baby, Toga-
Toga! Rave till dawn, Sorry
about all the lockdowns
roomies. Thank you for all
your support Mom and Dad,
you are the best parents I could
have hoped for. Sorry about
the phone bills but they were
worth it. Ifanybody is reading
this for inspiration, my advice
to you is confidence, a little
hard work and self-discipline
is all it takes and remember,
“
It’s better to die on your ieet
than live on your knees. ”-
Midnight Oil
Mark Cornforth
Karl Bateson
Management
PeterBatista
Management
Kevin Bombardier
Computer Science
Denise Booras
Marketing
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My name is John
Cosgrove and I am from
Oakville, Connecticut. The
past four years have been a
challenging yet exciting
experience. 1 am thankful for
the richness of the friendships
I developed as well as the
knowledge I gained from the
professors. I came to
Merrimack College looking
for a strong academic
reputation and excellent
athletic programs. Itwas rather
an easy choice. I wanted a
smaller school where I could
have my ideas and statements
challenged in a supportive
environment; this is what I
found. The professors at
Merrimack College are top
notch; there is not one class I
can think of that did not open
and/or broaden my
conception of interesting
topics. I have been an
accounting major the past four
years at Merrimack College. I
enjoyed dealing with the
financial data and being able
to reason and draw conclusions
about various materials. Other
related topics in my majorwere
also fascinating; they presented
the inner-working of business
and why it operates as such.
Soccer was another important
portion of my life at
Merrimack College. I have
seen steady improvements in
the team every year I have
been here. This year it
culminated into the NE-IO
regular season championship
Bethany Borek
English
John Borgesi
Civil Engineering
Michael Bouvier
Accounting
Michelle Bova
Finance
Christine Brimlow
Psychology
Korreen Boyd
Psychology
Deborah Brooks
Psychology
James Brosnan
Accounting
Shawn Boyle
Psychology
36
Steve Browell
Biology
)erek Camps-Campins
Paul Burgess
Biology
Kelly Burke
English
Dean Capuano
Marketing
Brian Burke
Marketing
JacquelineCaptell
English
Lisa Buckley
Civil Engineering
and a national ranking. I am
thankful for all of those I have
played with and wish the
returning players the best of
luck. As I graduate, I look
forward to continuing my
education so that I will
eventually earn a Ph.D in
Business Administration and/
or a CPA license. In
conclusion, I am extremely
grateful to the professors, the
college community at
Merrimack, and the lasting
friendships that made my
education possible. THANK
YOU!!
John Cosgrove
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My name is Mark
Goble and I transferred to
M e r r imack Co 1 1ege th ree yea rs
ago as a sophomore. Looking
back, I think deciding on
Merrimack was the best
decision ofmy life. Iwouldn t
trade my last three years here
for anything! You really can’t
beat the atmosphere ofa small
school. Some of my fondest
memories will be of the hockey
team. Even though we didn’t
have a lot ofsuccess during my
three year career, we were a
closely knit group who made
the best out of a lot of tough
times. I hope that in the years
to come, our team will achieve
the success it deserves because
we have a lot of returning
talent. My classes here were as
enjoyable as classes can be and
I would like to extend a special
thanks to the Accounting
faculty for supplying me with
a top notch education. While
interviewing for jobs last fall, I
found that Merrimack’s
Accounting and Finance
Departments were well
respected by local C.P.A. firms.
I would like to thank the
Career Services office for
helping me land a job. Every
Lynda Carey
History
Angela Carfagnini
Psychology
Elizabeth Casey
Management
Erin Casey
Marketing
Mark Cegelis
Management
Michael Ceppi
Management
ra
Kristine Caron
International Business
Carolyn Cashman
International Business
Marketing
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IMerrimack student should
take advantage of the services
they provide. Thanks to
hockey coaching staff for
bringing me here to play
hockey while providing me
with an excellent education.
Finally, Good Luck to all my
friends, let’s keep in touch, it’s
been fun. BA-BYE!
Mark Goble
ColleenClifford
Sociology
ScottCoffey
Biology
Michelle Cohen
English
Jamie Condangelo
Political Science
Michael Contant
Economics
Mark Cornforth
Accounting
Lara Correale Religious
Studies
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Well, four years have
passed and I think I can speak
for all of us when I say that
they went by way to fast! I,
like many of us here have
enjoyed Merrimack College
very much. Yes, I was involved
with Student Government,
Theta Phi Alpha and many
other committees but nothing
compares to the friendships
and the memories that I have
gained. As the job and
apartment search creeps upon
us there are times when we all
wonder if it was all worth it? I
can’t answer this question for
everyone, but when
graduation day comes along
and I look around at all of the
people who have become such
an important part of my life,
my reply is yes, it was worth it
and I hope the rest of the
experiences that we encounter
Brian Correia
Finance
Shaun Correia
Accounting
Paul Costa Christopher Costello
Finance Psychology
John Cosgrove
Accounting
Frances Cottone
Finance
Jackie Crosby
Accounting
Stephen Cucinotta
Sociology
ShawnaCurrier
Accounting
40
Kristen D’Angelo Karyl Daley Psychology
Psychology
Jim Daly
Political Science
will be just as special. Good
Luck to all of you and don’t
forget to put your all in
everything you do because I
believe you get out ofanything
what you put in, so don’t sell
yourselfshort and accomplish
your goals, hopefully I will do
the same!
Melissa Krysiewicz
Rachael Defeo
Marketing
Christopher Davis
English
John Day
Marketing
ColleenDelany
Psychology
Maria DiNanno
Accounting
Rayna Dimillio
Psychology
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My name is Olivia
Lyons and I am a Marketing
major at Merrimack College.
While attending Merrimack
College, I became involved in
several activities. Among these
activities were the Orientation
Committee, the American
Marketing Association, and
the Student Government
Association. As an Executive-
Board member of the Student
Government Association, I
was able to be in contact with
many members of the faculty,
staff, and administration.
Through this I was able to
communicate students ideas
and opinions to the
appropriate people. Due to
the size of this college, I felt
comfortable and well
acquainted with almost
everyone I dealt with. I also
feel that serving on the Student
Government Association
helped me to serve the
42
Amanda Dion
English
GregDynan
Accounting
Jennifer Farr
Management
ScottDitto
Finance
Rosario Espaillat
Marketing
Greg Farrington
Management
Ana Dobreira
Finance
Allison Falasca
Finance
Paula Fernandes
Management
J.M
John Forsman
Sociology
Ronald Fortier
Management
Catherine Franco
Sociology
Jason Gallagher
History
Kristen Finaly
Sociology
Michael Freddolino
Economics
Merrimack community in a
way that suited my abilities
and talents. I would like to
thank everyone on the Student
Government Association and
I wish you success and luck in
the years ahead.
Olivia Lyons
Steven Flaig
Marketing
ColleenGaffney
Accounting
Christina Forbes
Marketing
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My four years at
Merrimack ( College have been
the best times of my life. I
learned first hand that the
college experience goes way
beyond the classroom. I have
learned so much about school,
about life, and about myself. I
thank my family and friends
for their love and support. I
never imagined I would ever
get this much out of college or
that I would meet my best
friend on the first day of
freshman orientation. I am so
thankful I have had this
wonderful opportunity to
come to Merrimack, play field
hockey, and make friends and
Graziella Gam bale
History
Tim Gannon Joseph Garon Business
Jennifer Gibbons
Psychology
Keith Giguere
Electrical Engineering
Denise Giordano
Biology
fames Giordano GinaGiuffrida
Sociology
Mark Goble
Accounting
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memories that will last a
lifetime. From Ash 238 to D-
tower, we have all been
through a lot together.
Wherever life may take each
one of us, I wish everyone the
best ofluck “nowand forever.”
Jennifer Mednis
Julie Harte
English
Rita Guarino EnglishErminio Grasso
Management
Jean Hanafin
Management
Melissa Hartwell
Psychology
Paul Harding
Political Science
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Whereshoultl I begin?
Merrimack College has had
it’s ups and downs, but I
wouldn’t change this
experience for anything in the
world. I've learned more in
the past four years than I have
in my whole life. Not only
was I thrown into a strange
place without a curfew or my
parents to hold my hand, but
I was given an opportunity to
find out who I really was and
how to grow as a person. The
friends I’ve gained and the
things I’ve accomplished have
made the first part oi my life
complete. At times I find
myseli not willing to let go,
and often wanting to go back
and do it all over again. But
the open forms, Student
Government E- Board
meetings, and the
Programming Board will have
to be left behind, along with
the rest of my experiences at
Garrett Hatch
History
Rachel Hayes
Sociology
Robert Hebert
Accounting
Daniel Hodge
Sociology
Ralph Holmes
Accounting
Alyssa Howe
Philosophy
Stephanie Howe
Psychology
John Hurley Scottlaluna
Computer Science
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iusan Jablonski
.ccounting
)seph Jussaume
[istory
[ary Keaveney
counting
Cynthia Joudrey
Civil Engineering
Jeffrey Joy
Merrimack. But one thing
that won’t be left behind are
the friends that Eve met and
the memories that we’ve
shared. The time has come to
move on but I’ll hold these
memories forever and to the
eleven girls in D-Tower,
thanks for making these the
best years of my life.
Jennifer Newell
David Kadar
Accounting
Tina Kasabuski
Psychology
Matthew Kelley
Business
Patricia Kelley
Psychology
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My name is Patria
Rojas, a biology major at
Merrimack College. I am also
an HIV Pre and Post test
counselor at a family clinic, a
member of the Board of
Directors at the Lazarus House
in Lawerence, the President of
the Intercultural Club and an
English as a second language
teacher at the Good Shepard
in Lawerence. My first contact
with Merrimack was in 1 987
through Lawrence High
School in good academic
standards. Coming from the
Dominican Republic that
same year, knowing no
English, the Accept the
Challenge was a real challenge
and a catalytic in the learning
process of English. After
graduating from Lawrence
High School in 1988, 1 always
kept in contact with
Merrimack; I fell in love with
the school. In 1991 I
transferred from Northern
Essex Community College to
Merrimack.
I have a great passion for
learning and I experience an
enormous satisfaction from
helping people. At Merrimack
I had the opportunity to
develop these qualities by
working in labs for long hours
in my science courses, working
as a Resident Assistant, taking
part in panel discussions
Richard Kershaw
Management
Wade Killman
Psychology
Beth Kinahan
Accounting
Michelle King
Management
James Kinkella
Biology
Laurie Kinsella
Psychology
Robert Koosa
English
Erin Krol
Psychology
Melissa Krysiewicz
Management
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Jeannine Lacerte
Sociology
David Lanzoni
Political Science
Christine Linquata
Management
about diversity and minority
issues, being a Peer Educator
and by working in the Co-op
Biology program. During my
college career I also
volunteered to work as a
physician to patient interpreter
at Lawrence General Hospital.
For two years I was a Resident
assistant and tutor for the
Accept the Challenge program
and the activities coordinator
for the American Language
Academy at Merrimack.
Becoming a well rounded,
educated and open minded
individual is not an easy
process, there are many pieces
to the puzzle. I have met great
people that helped me grow
academically, spiritually and
emotionally to live and serve
better our society.
Undoubtedly a great part of
my life stays at Merrimack and
to receive my diploma is my
greatest accomplishment in the
beginning of my professional
career. I would like to thank
everybody that made this
dream possible. YOU GUYS
ARE GREAT! My success is
also yours. I thank God for
my family, my friends, for my
heroes Pat, Gene and Gibo
and for all the good patient
teachers at Merrimack, GOD
BLESS YOU!!
Patria Rojas
Yvette Laliberte
Mathematics
Denise Larson
English
Michael Loiacano
Political Science
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In my five years here
at Merrimack College, I have
been involved in many
different activities. However,
none of them were more
important than my
involvement in the CO-Op
program, Orientation
Committee, and the AMA.
Looking back, 1 know that
joining the co-op program was
the best decision I have ever
made. The experience and
knowledge I attained are things
you can not get in any
classroom or from any
textbook. Through my various
co-op positions I have gained
confidence in my abilities, and
seen how those skills led to
increased responsibility. In
one of my positions with
NYNEX, 1 realized exactly
what 1 want from a job, and
how I want to be treated in
that job. The responsibility I
was given in this position also
showed me the reward for
hard-work and dedication. It’s
hard for me to describe all the
benefits of the program in a
paragraph, but let me tell you,
it was well worth going to
school for five years. Being
involved in both AMA and
OC also taught me things you
can not get from the classroom,
Shane Loughlin
Psychology
Michael MacCutcheon
Political Science
Olivia Lyons Marketing Alice MacCormack
Psychology
Tiffany MacPherson
Religious Studies
Deborah MacLeod
Sociology
Lucia Magazzu
Management
Derek Majewski
Computer Science
Izabella Makarewicz
Biology
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listen Mandracchia
ccounting
)seph Marino
Marketing
including how to be a leader,
and how to work together as a
team. Through both of these
organizations, I had
opportunities I would have
never gotten had 1 not been
involved. My years with both
organizations were fun and the
friendships I made and lessons
I learned will never be
forgotten.
To all the gang from the co-op
program, especially the
NYNEX crew: Thanks for a
great 5 years. To my AMA
pals and Professor Rich-Duval:
Thanks for the memories;
“New Orleans will never be
forgotten”. Mom, Dad and
Brian-Thankyou so much for
all the years of support and
encouragement: I LOVE
YOU!!! Finally, to the crew-
from the punch parties
freshmen year, to the G-4l
bashes senior year, it’s been a
blast!!! Through the good
times and bad, you guys have
always been there!!! Thank
you for being the greatest
friends ever, I’ll miss and love
you all!!!
-THE GENERAL
Melissa Schwatka
Richard Manzi
English
PeterMarino
Marketing
Matt Mariani Mathematics
Jason Marr
Finance
>eith Martin Biology Kellee Masella
Management
Christina Mascari
Psychology
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The past four years have
been the best times of my
life. 1 have learned so much
about people, true
friendships and myself. It is
a great feeling to know the
people that only four years
ago who were complete
strangers are now the people
who mean the most in my
life. All of the time and
dedication to Merrimack has
given me so much in return.
Becoming a part of Theta
Phi Alpha, Student
Government, Orientation
Committee, Chairman of
the Judicial Board at
Merrimack and being the
President of the American
Marketing Association has
given me the opportunity to
see beyond the classroom
and experience what college
John Mastro
Accounting
Danielle Matthews
Biology
John McAuliffe Julie McCann Psychology
Accounting
Anita McFadden
Marketing
DaraMcGee
Marketing
Chris Mazzarella
Management
Ellen McCormack
Kevin McGonagle
Marketing
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idward McGrath
Management
ulie Meade
Marketing
Cindy McLaughlin
Jennifer Mednis
English
Nicole Melanson
Political Science
Erin McQuillen
Education
should be: a warm sense of
belonging, growth and
success. I would like to
thank Father Joe Gillin for
taking time out, for being a
great friend, giving such
great support and helping
me to realize my potential,
My roommates for being
themselves. Lastly I would
like to thank my dad for all
the inspiration, I will always
be your little girl, My
mother for being my best
friend and my brother Mikel
for being my role model. If
it was not for all your
support and love I could
never be as happy.
Jill Soper
Tracy Monahan
Management
Stacey Mondoux
Biology
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When I first chose
Merrimack College I was a
little skeptical because of its
small size. I feared it would be
too much like high school. In
looking back over the past four
years I think this is what 1 have
liked best about the school,
the ability to meet so many
new people, makes for a more
relaxeci atmosphere. I think it
was this type of feeling that
made me join the student
groups on campus. The groups
range from the American
Marketing Association,
intramural sports and the
Merrimack MarketingAgency
among others. 1 think the one
I am most proud of is the
M.M.A. It was an internship
working closely with
executives from General
Motors. Most schools
involved had about 25 students
and Merrimack had only 7.
We were just as competitive as
schools such as B.U. and other
big schools. I think this is
what makes Merrimack so
Mark Morency
Psychology
Scott Mullen
Philosophy
Hugh Morrison
Mathematics
William Mortimer
Accounting
Karen Murphy
Psychology
Shannon Murphy
English
Lesley Nadeau Kathleen Nevin
Sociology
Joanne Nelson
Accounting
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9ennifer Newell
English
Joseph Normant
Accounting
unique. I think one of my
proudest moments as a student
at Merrimack came during
senior year. For the M.M.A.
we had to plan a promotional
event. We decided to throw a
Battle of the Bands. Judging
from the response I have
received from students it was
an astounding success. It feels
rewarding to know that there
was an event at Merrimack
that all the students enjoyed
and to know that I had a major
part in planning it. 1 would
like to thank my parents and
my brother for being a
tremendous inspiration,
without them I would never
have made it through my years
at Merrimack.
Steve Tyman
• nnifer Orlandi
ociology
Judith O’Connell
Psychology
Paula Novelli
English
Joseph Pacsay
Management
John O’Keefe
Accounting
Christine Paradis
Computer Science
My tour years at
Merrimack College have been
extremely enjoyable and
memorable. Merrimack has
given me the opportunity to
grow not only mentally
through academics, but
spiritually and socially as well.
The academic programs
offered at Merrimack provide
a solid and diverse background
for all students. My major
concentration was in
International Business with a
minor concentration in
French. I was encouraged to
study abroad to further benefit
from both programs. 1 spent
the Spring Semester of my
junior years in Cannes, France
with one other student from
Merrimack, Caroline
Cashman. I was able to
improve my French language
skills and complete my minor
through the intensive French
language program offered by
the college. I also took an
International Business course
concentrating on the
European Union as well as a
Fiistory of France course. I
have never learned so much in
such a short period of time. I
was completely emerged in a
new country and was able to
learn and become accustomed
to the different cultural ways
of the French citizens. I also
lived with International
students from all over the
world from Japan to South
America. I really learned to
appreciate individuals forwho
Gregory Pasquale
English
Alisa Placco Accounting Robyn Plachowitz
Marketing
Michael Pavlini
Accounting
Meg Pollard
Psychology
Sarah Pearson
Accounting
Daniel Pereira English
James Pathiakis
Computer Science
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aron Price
1 athematics
gnes Raikos
inance
)aniel Regan
lectrical Engineering
Jacqueline Provenzano
Psychology
Debra Randall
Mathematics
Rebecca Riopelle
Marketing
Renata Puchala
International Business
Kimberly Rayla
English
Timothy Roche
Mangement
they are and the values they
represent, rather than where
they come from or their
background. My experiences
in Europe enhanced my
education. I was able to apply
my experiences to cases and
examples at Merrimack. I
believe that all students should
consider the opportunity to
study abroad because the
benefits far outweigh the costs.
Living on the French Riviera
for five months was an
unforgettable experience.
From going to the beach after
class, traveling Europe on the
weekends, or attending the
film at the Cannes Film
Festival in May, every day
represented a new experience
that now represents an
amazing and unforgettable
memory and opportunity. I
would like to thank all of my
professors at Merrimack for
teaching me with amazing
efforts, their wisdom and
knowledge will be carried with
me into the “real world.”
Thank you to Professor Rich-
Duval for all ofher help when
I was in France and of course
a special thank you to my
friends and family, especially
my parents. Without my
Mom and Dad I would never
be the person I am Today, 1
Love You! Best of luck to the
Merrimack Class of 1995.
Michelle Walsh
Tina Rogers
Accounting
Patria Rojas
Biology
Chris Ross
Marketing
Michael Rotondo
Accounting
Maria Russo
History
Wendy Samperi
Management
Brian Schmiedel
Political Science
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Delia Schaefer
Sociology
Melissa Schwatka
Marketing
Kyle Scott
English
Janette Setterland
Marketing
Pauline Skehan
Psychology
Donna Self
Biology
Chris Shea
Computer Science
Melissa Smith
Management
opportunity. I would
like to thank all of my
professors at
Merrimack for
teaching me with
amazing efforts, their
wisdom and
knowledge will be
carried with me into
the “real world.”
Thank you to
Professor Rich-Duval
for all of her help when
I was in France and of
course a special thank
you to my friends and
family, especially my
parents. Without my
Mom and Dad I would
never be the person
I am today, I Love
You! Best of luck to
the Merrimack Class
of 1995.
Michelle Walsh
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Lisa Sobalo
Mathematics
Jill Soper
International Business
Melissa Soucy
Psychology
Mark Spinale
Marketing
Allen Stone
Marketing
Christopher Story
International Business
"T- -ye
Wayne Stott
Civil Engineering
Diane Sutherland
Accounting
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Julie Szala
Political Science
Jill Tarzia
Accounting
ScottTatarczuk
Economics
/lichael Szymanski
Political Science
lark Terrien Jennifer Teti
Psychology
David Thayer
Management
ania Titone
iology
Mark Torrisi
Management
Steven Tyman
Marketing
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Karena Vail
English
Kerilyn Walsh
English
Michele Walsh
International Business
Kelley Washam
Mathematics
Donovan Wildgoose
History
Wayne Wizboski
Accounting
Jean Henchey
Computer Science
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Accounting and Finance
Society
The Accounting and Finance Society has many activities during the course of the year. One major
event is the Big-6 Night, in which the Big-6 Accounting firms come to Merrimack and talk about their
companies and the accounting profession. Another event is the VITA Tax Preparation Seminar, were
students learn how to prepare income tax returns. The students then are able to serve the elderly in the
community by volunteering their time to help them do their income taxes. The Accounting and Finance
Society would like to thank their faculty advisor Russ Wass for all his help and they would also like to
extend their best wishes to the graduating accounting students in the class of 1995.
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American Marketing
Association
The Merrimack College Chapter of the American Marketing Association has had successful year of
programs and activities. Our goal is to bring together the college community with the field of marketing. We
were able to sponsor both social and academic activities on and off campus that helped to expand our members’
knowledge of marketing. Over the past year the Marketing Association increased membership and proved by
our wide array of non marketing members that one does not have to concentrate on a major in marketing enjoy
the benefits of membership.
Traditionally, the Merrimack Marketing Association has been actively involved in sponsoring charitable
events. We began in the fall by participating in the Walk for Breast Cancer and along with Merrimaction we CO-
sponsored the annual canned food drive. Our members also gave back to the College, donating their time to the
Admissions office to give tours to prospective freshmen. At Christmas the organization sponsored three
deserving families in Lynn, MA and in the Spring we made a donation to a family within the college community.
We also sponsored many social activities. We began the year by sponsoring a bus trip to Faneuil Hall
in Boston. Over 90 students took part in this welcome back night that proved to be a night of excitement and fun.
In the Spring the trip to Foxwoods Casino became a night of friendships and laughs.
The Fall and Spring semesters were successful with our annual fundraising activity- The Survival Kits.
Thanks to the love and commitment of so many students parents we were once again able to bring a little sunshine
to students during the final exam periods.
In the Fall 10 active members were able to attend the Annual Northeast Regional Conference located at
Johnson and Wales College in Rhode Island. The weekend was full of new learning experiences, networking
and lots of fun. In April, the Marketing Association was able to attend the International Collegiate Conference
in New Orleans, Louisiana. We were proud to send Executive Board members- President Jill Soper, Vice
Presidents- Olivia Lyons, John Day, Rachael DeFeo, Melissa Schwatka, Alesandra Giuggio, Brian Poulliot and
the two outstanding members- Erin Casey and Tony Silva. The Merrimack Chapter participated in the annual
awards banquet and was awarded “Best Fundraising Chapter” by the American Marketing Association. This was
a true honor as it exemplified our efforts to make our chapter the best it can be.
-Jill Soper
AMA President 1995
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Commuter Council
The Commuter Council is a service organization designed specifically for Commuters.
With their busy schedules at home, work and school, Commuters often feel separated from the
campus, like nomads moving from one territory to another. The Commuter Council is on campus
to give Commuters three important things: a voice in college affairs, a range of activities to
engage in, and a chance to meet fellow Commuters. As advocates, the Council provides
Commuters with the opportunity to have their opinions voiced to college officials. For example,
during the Spring semester. Commuters had the chance to talk to President Santagati. A wide
range of issues were discussed, including improving student life, tightening admissions for
prospective students, and broadening facilities for students with mental and physical disabilities.
Students, ordinarily, would not get the chance to sit down and talk with the College President,
with the Commuter Council they did. During the semester, the Commuter Council provides a
number of activities. Every Monday morning, we serve free coffee and doughnuts to banish the
blues. Once a month, we have a free pizza lunch in our offices and we sponsor a major activity
like a trip to see a comedy show at discounted ticket prices. Most important of all, the Commuter
Council provides Commuters a large “dorm room" lounge. The new E-board has renovated its
lounge space with new rugs, new furniture, a cable TV, a VCR, a radio, a refrigerator, a study
room complete with a Macintosh computer for Commuters to use. This year’s Commuter
Council was brought to you by five, energetic students; Christine Coco ’96, Sarah Davis ’97,
Sandra Chervinsky ’96, Linda Dainis ’96 and Christopher Cummings ’96. Special thanks to our
tough-talkin’, no-nonsense advisor Jackie McCleod from Campus Ministry.
Christopher M. Cummings ’96
Commuter Council President
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Cooperative Education
The Cooperative Education Program at Merrimack College provides a means of establish-
ing a career direction that will lead to a rewarding position in today’s challenging economy.
By working in paid career-related jobs while pursuing an undergraduate degree, students
gain practical experience in a variety of professional work settings. On the job, students
are exposed to developments, as well as to state-of-the-art technologies. With on-the-job
success comes confidence, contacts for future job searches, as well as marketable skills for
a future career. A recent survey of Merrimack Co-op graduates indicated that 52% found
permanent placements as a direct result of their Co-op work experience and contacts.
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Merrimaack Out Reach
Experience
You’ve seen them, in the Quad, in the Warrior’s Den, even in the Library. They’re always
hugging, and wearing strange accessories. Who are they you ask? - Retreatants. They have made
the strange journey into the unknown and returned, changed forever. Big growly guys you’ve never
seen smile are ready to bake you some cookies, your roommate has just told you how great you are,
and your best friend friend suddenly has 30 or so new best friends that you’ve never met. How does
this happen? Unfortunately everyone you ask who has been on the retreat won’t tell you anything.
“Just go” they say. So finally one day you bite the bullet and sign up, thinking “hey I can always
change my mind.” But you don’t. On the appointed day you arrive to find yourself with a bus load
of strangers on your way and you are playing that you have enough money to bribe the driver to take
you home that night. You arrive and the first night surprises you. You are not really sure what to expect
from now on. Then on Saturday you begin to figure it out - and the people are pretty cool too. Finally
on Sunday you have forgotten that there is any school, and you feel as if you have known these people
all your life. When you return home, you can’t get the smile off of your face. You call your parents
and tell them that you love them. You hug your best friend and Monday in the Quad you see some
ofyour new friends and you run to give everyone hugs - happy just have been able to say hi in between
classes and counting the days until you can all hang out again and maybe, someday, you'll be able
to go on retreat again. Guaranteed, every former restaurant who is reading this has a smile on their
face and memories of warm fuzzies in their heart. Now. . .don’t you want to know how to get out of
those smiles. All you have to do is sign up and you'll have )to quote everyone who has gone) “The
best weekend ofmy life !” Now excuses us, we have to go bake some cookies for our new best friends.
The M.O.R.E. Council ‘95
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Merrimack Marketing Agency
The Merrimack Marketing Agency was established as part of a unique internship program
with The General Motors Corporation. The Internship allowed the agency the opportunity to work
directly with General Motors Executives. The goal of the internship was for the students to conduct
all areas of Marketing that they have learned in their four years at Merrimack. The students performed
all areas of the Marketing Mix, including research, promotion, advertising and event planning.
The agency was comprised of seven senior marketing students. These students were Steven
Tyman, John Day, Joe Marino, Rosario Espillat, Ira Lanik, Chrissy Forbes and Dara McGee.


Student Government
What was Student Government all about? Well, since my hockey career never really panned out, I decided
to go into politics. As President of Student Government I took an active role with the students on this campus. Along
with my Vice-President Jen Newell, Treasurer Albert Manzi III, Member at Large Brian Poulliat and Secretary Olivia
Lyons we worked hard together to overcome many obstacles. We made Student Government a leading body on
campus. President Richard Santagati recognized Student Government as one of the three major constituencies on
campus. We as an Executive board did not work alone, there were 25 other members of Student Government that
dedicated a lot of their time and energy into helping the 2000 plus students at Merrimack College. I was glad to be
a part of Student Government, it was something I will never forget. I want to wish the remaining and new members
of Student Government the best of luck in the year(s) to come.
-Michael J. Loiacano
“Chicago”
(L _
Alpha Delta Gamma
Alpha Delta Gamma was founded at Loyola University in Chicago on October 10, 1924.
Our founding fathers realized the need for an organization quite different from any other
Fraternity. They formed the new national fraternity on October 20, 1927 at St.Louis University.
Alpha Delta Gamma was founded upon Christian ideals of true manhood, sound learning
togetherness with the unity of fraternal brotherhood.
In September 1 987, Alpha Delta Gamma formed its 2 1 st chapter her at Merrimack. It also
marked the first fraternity here at Merrimack with a national affiliation. The benefits of being
apart of a national fraternity are endless. We share a common interest and respect with members
from coast to coast.
AS an active chapter of Alpha Delta Gamma we take great pride in being different and
relatively small in size. Each year we try to exemplify the ideals we were founded upon:
Brotherhood, Scholastic Achievement, Service to the Community, Spirtual Values, School Spirit,
and Good Social Relationships. In addition, our chapter received “Most Outstanding Chapter
Award” in 1 992 and our President at that time, Brett Simas, won the award for “The Brother Who
Most Exemplifies the Values and Ideals Of ADG.” Brett graduated Merrimack in 1993.
This past year we were very active as a fraternity. We held our 5th annual street hockey
tournament to benefit our national charity, muscular dystrophy. In November, we teamed with
other Greeks to clean up Merrimack’s campus. We also joined with DPK and held a turkey drive
in November to benefit the Crossroads Foundation in Boston. Other events we sponsored
included road trips. Universal ADG Night, The National Convention in Louisville, KY and
Socials. Our members are very active on-campus. They have been involved in M.O.R.E.,
Merrimaction, SGA, Orientation Committee, IFSC, Alumni Council, Resident Life, Yearbook,
ITC Task Force, Intramurals, Program Board, AMA, ACM and the moving of the new bridge at
Mendel.
We would like to congratulate our graduating Brothers and to new Brothers. We would
also like to extend our best wishes to the Class of 1995.
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Nu Phi Kappa
Nu Phi Kappa fraternity was founded in 1962. Today it stands tall and powerful as one of
Merrimack College’s most active Greek organizations. We are a very socially active organization
taking time and pride to devote to the local community. Among our most noted contributions is the
volley-ball-a-thon, which helps to support the Lazarus House in Lawrence. We also sponsor blood
drives on campus, with the local American Red Cross chapter. In addition we also run other fund drives
such as the Valentine’s Day flower sale, several raffles, car washes, as well as off campus socials. The
socials are the core of our organization, serving both organizational and community relations
purposes. Socials offer our organization the opportunity to contribute back to the college community
through providing a safe off-campus, festive environment. They also offer the fraternity’s members
the opportunity to explore the student body in a comfortable social environment. This year we hosted
the second annual “Back to School” Bash as well as the Pig Roast. This year we also welcomed 25
new brothers from the Chi and Psi classes into the brotherhood of Nu Phi Kappa. Concluding, Nu Phi
Kappa wishes a warm and sincere good-bye to our graduating seniors. The hard work and dedication
which has made Nu Phi Kappa as strong as strong as it is today will bring them happiness and success
in their futures.

Sigma Phi Omega
Friendship Is a Promise
Friendship is a promise
spoken only by the heart.
It isn’t given by any pledge
It isn't written on any paper.
But friendship is a promise
that is renewed
every time two friends meet
and smile
and enjoy the good times
that come from simply
being together.
It’s promise to share
both glad and sad times,
A promise to think
of each other fondly
where near of far apart.
Friendship is a promise
spoken only by the heart...
A promise that you and i
will always share.

Theta Phi Alpha
Theta Phi Alpha was established at Merrimack College on September 18, 1 993. We are
the first and only National Sorority on campus. The sisters of Theta Phi Alpha actively
participate all over campus, sharing with everyone the values of the sorority. We are dedicated
to the development of social, educational and spiritual leadership to the college and ourselves.
Theta Phi Alpha is all about Pride, Trust, and Equality. There is a bond shared between
us that will last forever. We will miss the senior class, if it was not for their Dedication, Faith,
and Friendship the sorority would not be what it is today. Thank you for the memories, you
will live in our hearts forever. Good Fuck to all of you and you will be missed! “Once a Sister,
Always a Sister”
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Xi Lambda Psi
When you’re down and troubled
and you need a helping hand
And something, oh nothing is going right
Just close your eyes and think of me,
and soon I will be there
To brighten up even your darkest night
You just call out my name, and you
know wherever I am
I’ll come running, to see you again
Winter, Spring, Summer or Fall
All you’ve got to do is call, and I'll
be there
Yes I’ll be there
You've got a friend
If the sky high above you, should grow
dark and full of clouds
And that old, cold North wind should
begin to blow
just keep you head together and call my
name out loud
Soon I'll be knocking on your door
You just call out my name, and you
know wherever I am
I’ll come running, to see you again
Winter, Spring, or Fall
All you’ve got to do is call, and I’ll
be there
Yes I’ll be there
You’ve got a friend
Well ain’t it good to know that you’ve
got a friend
When people call you cold
They'll hurt you, and desert you
Well they’ll take your soul if you let them
But don’t you let them
You just call out my name, and you
know wherever I am
I’ll come running, to see you again
Winter, Spring, or Fall
All you've got to do is call, and I’ll
be there
Yes I’ll be there
You’ve got a friend
You’ve got A Friend
-James Taylor
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The Greek Trip Developed and organized another unique Comparative Marketing Practices Class that focused c
business and marketing practices in Greece. The class studied the cultural and economic climate in Greece throug
secondary research prior to the site visits during Spring Break. March 1 995. The class visited and discussed marketing an
business practices with Metaxa Distillers, Johnson & Johnson Hellas, Opel Hellas, Kraft/Philip Morris, Epirotiki Crui<
Lines and Colgate/Palmolive Hellas. The class visited Athens on mainland Greece, and the following islands; Aegin
Poros, Hydra and Crete. Preparation and organization for this class has an approximate lead-time of 6-8 months prior I
departure.
Students participating this year were Amy Carey, Allison Falasca, Sully Grella, Bryan Fazio, Andy Gustin, Patric
Moore, Paul Savvas, Jackie Provenzano, Julie Sodre, Patricia Butler, and Melissa Schwatka. Prof. Catherine Rich-Duv
conducted the class and organized the company site visits. Prof. Joseph Stasio also joined the group as a guest faculi
member who observed and participated in many of the company site visits.
-Prof. Rich-Duval
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Battle of the Bands
The Battle of the Bands was held on Monican Field on Saturday April 22, 1995.
The event was an all day affair that featured four of Merrimack’s student bands, as well as food and refreshments.
Students of all ages participated in the event. The function was designed to raise the money for an ill member of the
Merrimack community. The events was sponsored by the Merrimack Marketing Agency and Sigma Phi Omega.
Delta Phi Kappa and Alpha Delta Gamma also contributed some funding which helped make the vent a success.


Senior Farewell Dinner
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Men’s
Cross
Country
The men’s cross country placed third in both Saint Anselem Shawklette and Northeast-1 0 Championship. The
team also had a fourth place showing at the Stonehill Invitational. Rob Wissolik earned All-Northeast-1 0 honors for the
second straight season.
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Men’s
Cross
Country
Women’s
Cross
Country
The women’s cross county team finished fourth at the Stonehill Invitational and Eighth at Northeast-1
0
Championship. Denise Penachio earned All-Northeast-1 0 honors for the second straight season.
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Women’s
Cross
Country
Field
Hockey
Mr m
In only its second year as a varsity program, the Merrimack Women’s Field Hockey team had a record of 5-5. Through
determination and hard work, the team improved from last year’s record of 2-7. It was a great season for Head Coach Caro
DeCourcey and the Lady Warriors. One of their sweetest victories this year came at a home game against Bentley. Last year the
Falcons beat the Warriors 8-0, yet this year the Warriors got their revenge and beat Bentley 2-1 . Many of the team members alsc
were members of the Merrimack’s softball team, but that never stopped them from giving 100% in field hockey practice and ir
games. These players proved to be determined and very talented two-sport athletes. Forthe 1 994 season, Kristy Edwards receiver
the Defensive Player Award, Raffaella Paparo received the Offensive Player Award, and Jen Mednis received the Coach’s Award
Freshman goalie Atiyeh Legault also had a great year. The team will be graduating two seniors this year-Captain Judy O’Connel
and Jennifer Mednis. Next Year’s captains will be Daniela and Raffaella Paparo. BEST LUCK IN THE 1995 SEASON!
-Jennifer Mednis
1

Men’s
Soccer
The Men’s Soccer team celebrated their 25th season in style. They ended the season with a school record of 16
wins and only 6 losses. They were also the only fourth team in NE-10 history to end the regular season undefeated with a
9-0 mark. This years team also advanced to the ECAC tournament for the first time in school history. Many team and individual
awards were given to this years squad. First, Coach Tony Martone recorded his 1 00th career win with a 3-0 victory over Bryant.
He was also honored with the N E- 1 0 Coach of the Year and the New England Coach of the Year Awards. Other notable awards
were given to Steve McAuliffe, named the NE-1 0 Rookie of the Year. The NE-10 also honored eight of the members of this
years team. Named to the NE-10 first team were: John McAuliffe, Rich Fleming, Steve Lynch, Steve McAuliffe and Rich
Garofalo. Second team honors were passed to Bill Mortimer and John Hurley, while Chris Pierce was given Honorable
Mention. The Seniors John Cosgrove, John McAuliffe, and Bill Mortimer would like to wish the team good luck in the upcoming
season.
-Bill Mortimer
Tri-Captin of 1994-1995 Season
I I
. HOME OF THE W V
i WARRIORS I >
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Men’s
Soccer
Tony
Martone
Soccer
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Congratulations!
Women's
Soccer
The Women’s Soccer Team advanced to the Northeast-1 0 championship match for the 9th time in 1 1 seasons
after upsetting
top seeded Saint Anselm in the conference semi-finals. The team notched it’s highest win total since 1986
and was ranked high as
1 8th nationally in ISAA Division II poll. Kathryn Barkman became the fourth NSCAA National All-American in Merimack’s history
was
joined onn the all-Northeast-10 team by Nancy Daly, Jessica Lanzo, Kathy Nevin, Meg Pollard, Pauline Skehan
and Beth Amwake.
Overall Win/Loss Record: 15-7-1 Northeast-10 Record.
5-3-1 (4th)
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Women’s
Soccer
Women’s
Tennis
V
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1994 Fall Season
Overall Won/Loss Record: 8-20 Northeast-10 Record: 1-8
Head Coach Karen Williams led her squad to eight victories in her first season, including capturing the championship of the
LIU-Southhampton Invitional with wins over UMass-Lowell, Southern Connecticut and LIU-Southampton Invitational with wins over
UMass-Lowell, Southern Connecticut and LIU-Southampton. Jennifer Creighton was named MVP of tournament and joined on the
All-American Tournament team by Melissa Bacon. Creighton was named as Merrimack’s first ever NE-10 Player of the Week on
October 17th and ranked among league leaders in kills and attack percentages. Volleyball
Volleyball
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The men’s basketball team qualified for the Northeast-1 0 playoffs for the 1 1 th straight season and posted victories since the
1991-1992 campaign. The team also captured the title of the Pepsi Invitational with wins over Jersey City State and Sacred Heart
university. Merrimack basketball also posted a 94 - 88 triumph at the sixth ranked Saint Anselem in January, the first over a top ten
opponent in five seasons. Mike Goings earned second-team all-Northeast-1 0 honors in leading the team in scoring and becoming the
25th member of Merrimack’s 1 ,000 Points Club. The team was featured in televised ECAC Game of the Week on SportsChannel New
England in January and defeated Northeast-10 rival Springfield at Volpe Complex.
Men’s
Basketba
Men's
Basketball
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Cheerleaders
Women's
Basketball
/
Women’s Basketball reached the Northeast-1 0 qaurterfinals for the seventh time in nine seasons before falling to eventual
NCAA Final Four participant Stonehill. Runner-up at LeMoyne Brooklyn Pickle Invitational. Ivy Newcomb led the team in scoring and
rebounding.
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women’s
Basketball
Women’s
Basketball
Men’s Hockey posted 1 4 victories overall and seven in Hockey East play and dropped narrow 4-3 decision to eventual national
champion Boston University in Hockey East playoffs. After starting the season 1-8-1
,
the team was 13-10-4 over the course of final
27 contests, including 3-2 win at Boston University on January 1 3th. Martin Legault became the first Warrior to earn a spot on Hockey
East All-League Tearn, while Casey Kesselring became thethird straight playertoearnaplaceon Hockey East All-Rookie team. Legault
also earned all-New England honors for his efforts. The team appeared nine times on three different television outlets during the course
of the season.
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Hockey
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Hockey
Baseball
154
Baseball captured its’ second Northeast-10 playoff championship in school history with a 4-2 victory over Springfield in the
title game and then won third-ever ECAC Division 1 1 crown with an 8-4 triumph over Philadelphia Textile after the tournament on campus,
The team posted one victory on the Southern trip, but that happened to he an 8-6 win at Florida Southern, who went on to capture the
NCAA Division II National Championship. After a 1 -7 start, the team notched a 27-6 record up North, including an 1 8-4 slate in Northeast-
1 0 play and earned the school’s first-ever NCAA National Ranking (20th) in May. Jerry Parent named as
both Northeast-1 0 and ECAC
Division II Player of the Year and became the first baseball player in Merrimack History to have earned ABCA National All-America
honors. Parent, Chris MacDonald and Derek Camps-Campins represented the team at the New England All-Star Game at Fenway
Park, marking the first time ever that three players have ever represented the college. MacDonald became the second baseball playei
to earn GTE/CoSIDA National Academic All-American honors as well. Parent, MacDonald, Camps-Campins, Jamie Newell anc
Brenden Reen each earned spots on the all-Northeast-10 squad.
155
Baseball
Baseball
157
Baseba
Men's
Lacrosse
The men’s lacrosse team finished fourth in Northeast-1 0 with 3-3 record that included wins over Saint Anselem, Assumptior
and American International. Senior Greg Dynan and sophomores Tim Clemens and Chris Garrigan earned spots on all-Northeast-1
team.
158
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Men’s
Lacrosse
Men’s
Lacrosse
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Softball
Softball
£- v-~
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Softball
Men’s
Tennis
The Men’s Tennis team posted their best season in three years with seven dual-match triumphs, including
four in Northeast- 10 play. They finished in the top five at the conference championship. Senior Mark Cornforth
was named as Northeast-1 0 Player of the Year after posting a 7- 1 singles record and a 4-4 doubles mark, becoming
the first men’s tennis player to earn a conference individual honor.
Overall Won/Loss Record Northeast- 10 Record
7-5 4-5
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Janette Setterland
The end is finally here! I still can t believe that it is finished, many of you kept asking, “Is it done yet?” I want to clarify the reason for delay -> There were only
vo people on the Yearbook Staff, enough said. Everyone needs to thank Steve for this book because without him, there would be no book. Special thanks to the following
)r lending me pictures, Rachael Defeo, Jen Orlandi, Julie Meade, Chrissy Forbes, Kristen Lemeriso, Michelle King, Kellee Masella and especially Kim Rayla. I would also
ke to thank Pat from Resident Life, Mary Ellen Colliton, and Jim Seavey for help on various things.
Our college days at Merrimack are over, what a “large strange trip it’s been.” I hope that this yearbook will allow each of us in the years to come to look back and
member the special times we had here at Memmack. When we were all at Freshmen Orientation, a certain anxiety fell on all of us, we all wondered what laid ahead of us?
ho would our friends be? Would we like it here'7 Well the same uncertainty and anxiety hit us as we sat in Volpe last May surrounded by familiar faces wondering what
e tuture would bring 7 The paths that lay ahead of us are all very different but it is nice to know that each of us has a common band, Merrimack College.
I want to thank the following. All my teachers that I have had here, especially my Marketing Professors, my fellow Marketing Majors who survived Marketing
search with me and who made classes more enjoyable. All my friends I have made here especially my roommates who put up with me and lastly my family for their support
Good Luck class of 1995! ^
Thanks for the memories!
Janette Setterland
Managing Editor
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Stephen Zerfas
The last page of the book. I never thought that we would get to it. I have to thank Janette most for the
existence of this book
Her resources and time were dire to the creation of this book. She talked to other seniors and
found out what they wanted in their boo
and gathered and sorted that material in to the book. She spent countless hours putting the materials
together to allow them to b
able to put into the computer. 1 would like to thank Julie Donoghue for her numerous hours of work and support
without wanting a
ounce of credit. Mary Ellen and Pat of resident life should be thanked for their support in getting us the
supplies to get this large tas
done. I would also like to thank all the people who contributed articles and pictures to the book. Finally, I would
like to thank Ed 1
the computer store for outfitting me with my Macintosh which allowed me to get the computer portion of the
project done without
problem.
I would like to apologize for the lateness of the book and any anticipated items that may be missing from the
book. With th
efforts of two and help from some others we did our best to bring you the best book that we could.
Congratulations to all the seniors that survived these years to graduate from Merrimack. As a Junior I still have
quite a bit c
work ahead of me until graduation. You bring with yourself the name of Merrimack College, hold your heads high as
those ahead c
you have done. Take pride in your work and set an example for others to follow. As undergraduates we look up
to you in sunivin
the work that Merrimack has given you to prepare you for the real world. Good Luck to you, wherever your mind carries
you.
Stephen Zerfas
Editor In Chief
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